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IN THE COUKT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE::: BONGAIGAON

uts 302t323 rPC
(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 940 of 2015)

State ofAssam

Vs.

Md Kurban Ali. .... Accused

PRESEIVT : Smti. I. Barmun,
Sessions Judge,
Bongaigaon.

ADVOCATES APPEARED ..

For the State.. ,Sri R. Barman, public prosecutor.

For the accused persons ; Sri M.Rahman,advocate.

Date ofArgument : 08.03 .2OIB, 22.3.201g.

Date of Judgment : 26.03.201g.

1.

JUDGMENT AND ORDER

Prosecution case in brief is that on 29.9.2015 at

around 9 P.M the informant's son-law Kurban Ali picked up quarrel with
her daughter Thsiron Khatun regarding some family matters. Hence her

husband sahir Ali (herein after called as 'the deceased') preventing both
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of them, retumed home. But immediately after sometime Sahed Ali and

Harej Ali entered into the house of her deceased husband and forcefully

had pulled him to outside and thereafter accused Kurban Ali by an iron

'sabol' inflicted several blows upon the body and head of her husband, as

a result, he fell down upon the ground. After the incident, the injured

was taken to Manikpur P.H.c, but considering his serious condition, he

was taken to Lower Assam hospital, Bongaigaon and on being referred,

when the injured was taken to Barpeta Medical college, in the way her

husband died. It was further alleged that at the time of incident, when

she alongwith her two married daughter Asiron Khatun and Sahiron

Khatun prevented sahed Ali and Harej Ali, they were also assaulted by

the accused persons with stick.

2. On receipt of the ejahar from Asiya Bibi, (PW l),

the wife of the deceased, the Officer-in-charge, Manikpur Police Station

registered a case being Mankipur Police Station Case no. 14512015 U/S

3021325134 IPC and S.I Samiul Islam was entrusted to investigate the

case. In course of investigation, the Investigating officer visited the

place of occurrence, recorded the statement of the witnesses, sent the

dead body for post mortem examination and on completion of the

investigation, charge sheet was laid against the accused Kurban Ali U/S

3021323 rPC.

3. On appearance of the accused person, the learned

Chief Judicial Magistrate Bongaigaon furnished the copies of the

documents under section 207 Cr.P.C and committed the case on

19.4.2016 to the Court of Session, Bongaigaon being the offence U/S
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19.4.2016 to the court of Session, Bongaigaon being the offence U/S
302 IPC exclusively triable by the Court of Session.

4. After committal of the case, on appearunce of the
accused person, after going through the police report furnished under
section 173 cr.P.c and hearing both sides, having found a prima facie
case, charge was framed against the above named accused person u/S
302/323 rPC. The accused person abjured his guilt and claimed to stand
for trial.

5 During trial, to bring home the charge against the
accused person, prosecution side examined as many as 9 witnesses . In
the statement recorded u/s 313 cr.p.c, the accused person denied all the
allegations levelled against him and pleaded innocence. Defence adduced
no evidence. I have heard argument of both sides and arso gone through
the materials on record.

i) llthether the accused Md Kurban Ali on

29.09.2015 at around 9.00 p.M at Lungihar
under Manikpur police station in/licted injuries to
his father-in-law Sahir Ali ond in the way to hospital

he died and thereby committed murder intentionally

or knowingly causing the death of Sahir Ali
punishable U/S 302 IpC ?
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ii) llthether on the same day, time and place

accused Kurban Ali voluntarily caused hurt to
Asiron Khatun, Sahiron Khatun and Asiya Bibi and
thereby committed an offence punishable U/S 323

IPC ?

THEREOF:

Mr R. Barman, the learned public prosecutor

referred to the evidence of pws who had seen injuries on the deceased,s
body including the head injury. Mr Barman also submitted that the
prosecution has estabrished the circumstances appearing against the
accused and the chain of circumstances is complete, which leads to guilt
of the accused beyond any possible doubt and that this is a case where
evidence adduced will only take to the guilt of the accused and no
hypothesis of his innocence is possibre in the light of the unchallenged
testimony of the material witnesses.

8. Controverting the said argument advanced by the
learned Public Prosecutor, Mr R.Rahman the reamed counsel of defence
has submitted that there being no eye witness whatsoever establishing
the culpability of the accused with the alleged offence, the prosecution

has miserably failed to prove the charge and therefore the story of the
prosecution was unbelievable.

9. Before visiting the submission of the learned
counsel appearing for the parties, it would be apposite to have a bird's
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view of the evidence on record.

PW I Achiya Bibi is the informant as well as wife
of the deceased. She deposed that her daughter Tasiron Khatun got
married with the accused Kurban Ali. She alleged that during conjugal
life sometimes, accused used to assault his wife and hence on the day of
incident her husband Sahir Ali arias Sahar Ali preventing his son-in-raw
accused Kurban Ali returned home. But after sometime, Harej Ali and
Sahed Ali coming to her house, had taken her deceased husband to the
front of her house and after sometime she found her husband lying upon
ground in injured condition, but she did not know who killed hirn. She

stated that the house of the accused is situated in front of her house.

After the incident, by 108 Ambulance, the injured was taken to Manikpur
hospital and then he was taken to Lower Assam hospital but on refusing
to admit the injured there, while they were proceeded, on the way her

husband breathed his last at chaprakata.Later on, she heard that her son-

in-law accused Kurban Ali inflicted blows to her husband by a ,sabol,.

The villagers caught hold of the accused and she filed the FIR, Ext l.
Police seized the 'sabol' vide Ext 2. She proved her signature in the

inquest report as Ext 3(1). During cross she stated that the night was

dark when the incident occurred. she did not know, how her husband

died after he was taken by Sahed Ali and Harej Ali. She stated that when

she found her deceased husband in injured condition, he was not in a
position to talk. She stated that she did not remember who reported her

that the accused had committed murder of her husband. She further

deposed that the accused with his wife and two children used to reside in

10.
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their (PW 1) land by constructing house thereon. She did not know. the

seized sabol was belonged to whom.

ll. PW 2 Hasen Ali deposed on the day of incident at

about 9 P.M when he was taking tea at Ghatpara chawk, he heard hulla at

Lungjhar Ghatpara chawk. Then he proceeded forward and noticed that

sahed and Harej were attempted to assault Sahir Ali. Then, the villagers

made separated both the parties but after sometime, he heard that the

deceased Sahir Ali was murdered and later on heard that accused Kurban

Ali had caused the death to the deceased. He further stated that he also

noticed a 'sabol' at the place of occurrence which was seized by police.

During cross he admitted that the fact of hearing of committing murder

of the deceased by the accused Kurban Ali was not stated before police.

He stated that he had not seen who killed the deceased.

t2. PW 3 Tosiran Khatun is the wife of the accused,

Kurban Ali and daughter of the deceased. She stated that on the day of
incident at around 9 P.M she had some quarrel with her accused husband

and then her deceased father coming to her house, prevented her

husband. She stated that her house is in front of the house of her father.

After preventing her husband, the deceased returned home and thereafter

Harej Ali and Sahed Ali carried her father to the front of her house and

after sometime she found her father lying upon the road. Later on she

came to know that her husband had assaulted her father. The villagers

had taken the deceased by Ambulance, but before reaching, Chaprakata

he died. During cross, she stated that she alongwith her accused husband
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and two children were residing in a plot of land of her father. She stated

that Sahed and Harej had dispute with her deceased father. She stated

that hearing hulla she came out and found her father lying in front of her
house who was about to die. At that time her husband was not at home

and she was sleeping with her children. she further stated that coming

out from home, she noticed Harej and Sahed leaving the place and her

husband was caught hold by the villagers, but she had not seen who had

attacked her father. She fuither stated that as quarrel took place between

her and the accused, hence, villagers thinking that her husband had killed
her father, handed over him to police.

13. PW 4 Kumar Ali deposed that on the day of incident

at around 9 P.M, hearing hulla he came out from home and had seen

many persons. Then on being enquired, he was reported that Sahir Ali
was murdered and while 3 persons were running away, one person i.e

Kurban Ali was caught. Then after retuming home, he found accused

Kurban Ali tied in his house and the injured was taken to hospital. Later

or, came to know that the injured died. vDp secretary Abbas Ali
informed the incident at Manikpur police station and accordingly police

apprehended the accused. During cross he stated that the accused with

his family used to reside in a plot of land of the deceased. He had not

witnessed the incident. He also had no knowledge about the quarrel

between the couple prior to the incident.

14. Elim Uddin Sheikh deposing as pw 5 stared that on

the day of incident at around 9 P.M, he was at Lungjar chowk bazar. At
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that time hearing hulla, he came to the house of the deceased and found

the deceased Sahir Ali lying upon ground with profuse bleeding but he

had not seen who attacked him. However, the villagers told that Kurban

Ali committed murder of the deceased. The villagers sent the injured to

Manikpur hospital and tied the accused in the house of Kumar Ali and

then handed over to police. During cross he stated that he did not

remember who reported him that the accused had caused the death to the

deceased. He also stated that the villagers caught hold of the accused on

suspicion.

15. Dr Karuna Kanta Talukdar, the medical officer

examined as PW 6. He stated that he examined the injured Mustt

Shahiron Khatun on 30.9.2015 and found no external injury was found

over her body. He proved the medical report as Ext 3. On the same day,

he also examined the injured Mustt Tashiron Khatun and found one black

brown coloured bruise over right scapular region. He proved the medical

report as Ext 4. On the same day, he examined the injured Mustt Ashiya

Bibi and found no external injury over her body. He proved the medical

1 report as Ext 5.
.br

During cross, PW 6 admitted that the injury

sustained by the injured Tashiron Khatun may be caused due to fall on

'. hard substance.
,a- 1W$

16. PW 7 deposed that on the fateful day, one Jaynal Ali

informing him about some marpit in the house of accused Kurban Ali,

asked him to come. But as often quarrel took place in the house of

Contd....
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accused, hence he did not go and on next day morning while he came to

the house of Jaynal Ali, heard that accused Kurban Ali had committed

murder of the deceased. Then he went to Thana and had seen the dead

body of deceased. The wife and mother-in-law of the accused told him

that Kurban Ali inflicted blows to the deceased with iron rod. During

cross examination he stated that he had not seen how the deceased died.

17. PW 8, Samiul Islam, the Investigating Officer

deposed that on 30.09.2015 at around 9.00 A.M, the o.c, Manikpur

police station over phone informed him that last night the son-in-law

inflicted injuries to his father-in-law and the injured was taken to

Manikpur hospital and on being referred while the injured was taken to

Bongaigaon, he died in the way near chaprakata railway crossing and

hence the dead body was brought back to Manikpur. At that time, he was

working as In-charge of Gerukabari out post. on being asked by the

o/c, to take steps for post mortem examination, he made General Diary

entry no.640 dated 30.9.2015 and took steps for conducting inquest on

the dead body and after conducting inquest by the learned Executive

Magistrate, the dead body was sent for postmortem examination. on the

very day, on receipt of an F.I.R from Achiya Bibi, the case was

registered and on being entrusted to investigate the case, he visited the

place of occurrence, prepared the sketch map of the place of occurrence,

seized an iron 'sabol' from the accused Kurban Ali used in the offence

vide seizure list, Ext2, recorded the statement of the witnesses, sent the

injured Asiron Khatun, Sahiron Khatun and Asiya Bibi for medical

examination, collected the post mortem examination report vide Ext 6
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and submitted charge sheet against the accused U/S 3021323 IPC vide

F,xt 7. He proved the seized'sabol'as M. Ext 1. During cross

examination, he stated that the seized 'sabol' did not contain blood stain.

He also had not seized any wearing apparel of the deceased.

18. Dr Anup Kr Baruah, the medical officer (PW 9)

conducted post mortem examination on the dead body of Shahar Ali on

30.9.2015 and found the following :

External appearance

The dead body of a middle aged person was seen

lying in the morgue, eyes were closed, rigor mortis absent, extremities

were cold. There is a lacerated wound measuring 3 lz cm x 1 cm in size

in scalp over the left parietal bone. There is a depressed fracture of the

underlying parietal bone. The wound is smeared with blood clot. No

fecal matter seen in anus. No semen stain found in penis. No other

injury found.

Abdomen
1. Walls- Normal and healthy. 2. Peritoneum-

Normal and healthy. 3. Mouth, Pharynx, Oesophagus- Normal and

healthy. 4. Stomach and its contents - Contains a few undigested food

particles. Small intestine and its contents and large intestine and its

contents- Both small and large intestine had gas babble and faecal

matters,

Cranium and spinal canal

1. Scalp, Skull and vertebrae- Lacerated wound

measuring 3 /, cm x 1 cm in size in the scalp over the left parietal bone.

The underlying bone had a depressed fracture. Underlying membrane
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was congested. The wound was smeared with blood clot. Vertebrae-

Intact 2. Membrane- the membrane underlying the depressed fracture

of the left parietal bone is congested. 3. Brain and Spinal cord - The

temporal and parietal left lobe had a big blood clot in the brain.

Liver, Spleen. Kidney- Normal and healthy.

Bladder- Normal and healthy. Organs of generation external and

internal-Normal and healthy.

Thorax

1.Walls, Ribs and cartilages-Normal and healthy. 2.

Pleurae- Normal and healthy.3.Larynx and trachea- Normal and healthy.

4. Right lung and Left lung- Normal and healthy. 5. Pericardium, Heart

and vessels - norrnal and healthy.

Muscle. Bones and joints

Injury, disease or deformity, fracture, dislocation -
Normal and healthy.

More detailed description of injury or disease -
There was a depressed fracture in the left parietal bone. The underlying

membrane is congested. The overlying scalp had a lacerated wound 3 t/z

cm x 1 cm in size smeared with blood. The underlying parietal temporal

lobe had abigblood clot in the brain. The injury was ante mortem in

nature.

Doctor opined that cause of death is due to intra

cranial haemorrhage sustained from a blow by a hard object in the left

side of the head. PW 9 proved the postmortem examination report vide

Ext 6.
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So as per post mortem report deceased died due to

head injury caused by a hard object. The injuries sustained by the

deceased as well as cause of death is not in dispute. The prosecution

therefore proved that the death of the deceased was caused due to head

injuries sustained by the deceased which is suggestive as homicidal in

nature.

20. The next question which requires determination,

based on the evidence adduced by the prosecution, is who is the author

of the crime.

2r. In the case admittedly there was no eye witness as to

who inflicted injuries to the deceased and the prosecution relied upon

certain incriminating circumstances to establish the case. A reading of

the evidence of the prosecution witnesses, the core of which have been

extracted above amply demonstrates that according to PW 1 the wife of

the deceased, as the accused had assaulted her (PW 1) daughter, hence

her deceased husband went to the house of the accused and preventing

him not to quarrel returned home but after sometime, Harej Ali and

Sahed Ali coming to her house, had taken her husband to the front of her

house and after sometime she coming out, found the deceased in injured

condition who was not in a position to speak. After the incident, her

injured husband was taken to hospital but he succumbed to the injuries

on the way to Barpeta Medical College. Though she stated that she

heard that her son-in-law accused Kurban Ali had inflicted blows to the

deceased by a 'sabal' but again stated that after taking her husband by

Sahed and Harej, she did not know how deceased died. She also did
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not remember who told her that the accused had inflicted blows to her

husband. The evidence of pw 2 Hasen Ali is that on the fateful night

hearing hulla, he proceeded forward and had seen sahed Ali and Harej

Ali attempting to assault the deceased. Then he alongwith the villagers

made separated them but immediately after sometime heard that
deceased was killed and later on heard that accused had committed

murder of the deceased. He is not an eye witness and admittedly before

police he had not stated that the accused had killed the deceased. pw 3,

the wife of the accused as well as daughter of the deceased corroborating

the evidence of her mother (PW 1) stated that on the day at 9.00 p.M her

accused husband picked up quarrel with her and hence her father coming

there, asked the accused not to quarrel and then returned home. she

further stated that, thereafter Harej Ali and Sahed Ali carried her father

to the front of her house and after some tirne she found her father lying
upon road and later on heard that her husband had inflicted blows to her

father. According to deceased's daughter, her father had dispute with

Sahed and Harej. She also stated that when she came out from home,

she had seen Harej and Sahed leaving the place and as the accused had

quarreled with her, hence villagers caught hold of her husband

suspecting as perpetrator of the crime and handed over to police. So as

per evidence of Pw 1 to PW 3 prior to finding the deceased in injured

condition, Sahed Ali and Harej Ali had pulled the deceased to the front

of his house. But except the informant other witnesses did not make a

single whisper against Sahed Ali and Harej Ali and hence though Sahed

and Harej were named accused in the FIR but they were not charge

sheeted for want of evidence as mentioned in the charge sheet. Further
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according to PW 4, he heard that the deceased was murdered and when

three persons running away from the place of occurrence, one of them i.e

the accused was caught by villagers and thereafter, he (PW 4) found the

accused tying in his house whereas according to PW 5, the villagers

caught hold of the accused on suspicion. Though PW 7 stated that wife

and mother-in-law of the accused told her that accused had inflicted

blows to the deceased by iron rod but admittedly this material part was

not stated before police. In this case, the Investigating Officer seized a

'sabol' allegedly used in the offence but he remained silent fromwhere the

same was seized. Though, in the seizure list it is mentioned that he

seized the same from the accused person but there is no iota of evidence

that the accused was found with the'sabol'. That apart, the Investigating

agency did not send the rod to FSL to examine finger print. In the FIR

it was alleged that on being prevented to assault the deceased, Sahed Ali

and Harej Ali had assaulted herself and her two married daughters

Tasiron Khatun (PW 3) and Sahiron Khatun but during evidence neither

the informant nor PW 3 stated about the alleged assault to them by Sahed

and Harej.

22. The law regarding circumstantial evidence has been

laid down in a catena of decisions as held in the case of Sharad

Birdhichand Sarda Vs State of Maharastha AIR 1984 SC 1622 in order to

hold a person guilty on the circumstantial, the events, surfaced from the

evidence must form a complete chain of events, sufficient to hold that in

all human probability, none except the accused had committed the

offence and is innocent must be ruled out. In view of the principle laid

down by Apex Court regarding circumstantial evidence seeing the

Contd....
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conclusively lead to hold that

committed the offence.
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from the place of
none other than the

occurrence cannot

accused person had

23. In the present case from the discussion of the
evidence of the prosecution witnesses, it transpired that as per evidence
of PW 1 and Pw 3, Harej Ali and Sahed Ali had taken the deceased to
the front of his house and after sometime the deceased was found in
injured condition. It is also in their evidence that prior to the incident the
deceased came to the house of the accused to prevent him from
quarrelling or assaulting his deceased daughter. Another witness, pw 2

also had seen that said sahed Ali and Harej Ali attempted to attack the
deceased and then he alongwith villagers made separated them and after
sometime heard that deceased was murdered. on the other hand, pw 4

stated that he was reported that while 3 (three) persons were running
away, the villagers caught hold of the accused amongst them. when the
house of the accused is just in front of the house of the deceased, in
absence of other evidence, only for finding the accused and two others

going away from the place of occurrence, it cannot be held that he was

the author of the crime amongst those three. pw 3 also during cross

stated that when she came out from home she had seen Harej Ali and

sahed Ali leaving the place and then on suspicion the villagers caught

hold of her husband as prior to the incident she had quarrelled with her

accused husband. Except preventing the accused not to quarrel with his

(accused) wife the daughter of the deceased, there is no evidence

regarding enmity between the accused and the deceased. on the other

hand dispute between the deceased and Harej Ali and Sahed Ali is
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admitted by the daughter of the deceased. Though, in this case there is

evidence that prior to the incident the accused had quarrel with his wife,
i.e. daughter of the deceased, but there is no evidence as to the reason of
quarrel between the couple. It can not be accepted that for preventing not

to pick up quarrel, one would commit murder to his father-in-law.

Moreover, in this case, though pw 1 to pw 3 and pw 7 stated that they

heard that the accused had caused the death to the deceased, but those are

hearsay evidence. That apart those material facts were not reported to

police.

24. Even last seen theory is taken into consideration,

then also Harej Ali and Sahed Ali came in between the accused and the

deceased and hence it cannot be accepted that the deceased was last seen

with the accused. Therefore the last seen theory also fails. pw 5, the

independent witness stated that only on suspicion the villagers caught

hold of the accused. The manner and conduct of the accused may appear

to be doubtful and may also raise strong suspicion against him but except

the evidence of preventing him by the deceased not to pick up quarrel

with his (deceased) daughter, prior to the occuffence of that evening and

seeing the accused going away from the place of occurrence, when in the

midst, two other persons came into the picture, it cannot be accepted that

none other than but the accused only is the author of the crime. From

the discussion of the evidence of the prosecution in my considered view,

on the basis of aforementioned circumstances and evidence on record, it

is not possible to draw an irresistible conclusion which is incompatible

with innocence of the accused so as to complete the chain as required

under the existing law of evidence and mere seeing a person at the place
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of occurrence cannot be ground to find fault with person, so present. The
evidence adduced by prosecution are not consistent only with the
hypothesis of guilt and inconsistent with innocence and it would be
unsafe to rely on their testimony despite some circumstances which gave
some suspicion against the accused.

25. In view of the peculiar facts and circumstances of
the case in hand and on scrutiny of the evidence on record, I am of the
opinion that prosecution cannot be said to have established the chain of
circumstances which could rink the accused with the alreged crime and I
have no option but to give benefit of doubt to the accused. Accordingly,
the accused Md Kurban Ali is acquitted of the charges tJ/S 3021323 tpc
and set him at liberty forthwith. His bail bond shall remain in force till
next 6(six) months.

26. Under the facts and circumstances of the case. I find
that PW 1, Achiya Bibi, 40 years, wife of the deceased lost her husband

and she needs compensation. Henceo I recommend the case to the

District Legal Services Authority, Bongaigaon for compensation as per

provision of section 357 ACr.p.C.

27 ' Let a copy of the judgment be sent to the District
Legal Services Authority, Bongaigaon.
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day of March. 201g.
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Given under my hand and sear of this court on the 26th

')b/w
( I. Barman)

Sessions Judge,
Bongaigaon

Dictated and corrected by me,
,{I1, .y,

_vi,V
( I. Barman)
Sessiqnl Judeeil\:. : Y-
Bongaigaoi
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APPENDIX

Prosecution witness:
PW 1-AchiyaBibi.
PW2-HasanAli.
PW3-TosiranKhatun.
PW4-KumarAli.
PW 5 - Elim Uddin Sheikh.
PW 6 - Dr Karuna Kanta Talukdar.
PW7-JaynalAli.
PW8-SamiulIslam.
PW 9 - DrAnup Kr Baruah.

Court witness
Nit
Defence Witness:
Nil.

Ext- 1 F.I.R.
Ext-Z Seizure list.
Ext 3 Inquest report.
Ext-3 Medical examination report.
Ext 4 Medical examination report.
Ext-5 Medical examination riport.
Ext 6 Post mortem examination report.
Ext 7 Charge sheet.
Material Exhibit:
M. Ext 1- Sabol.
Defence Exhibit:
Nil
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